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Abstract
The widespread of mobile ad-hoc networking calls for a careful design of network
functions in order to meet the application requirements and economize on the
limited resources. In this paper we address the problem of distributing query
messages among peers in mobile ad hoc networks. We assume that peers are
organized in classes. Each peer possesses a local database and can answer queries
posed by other peers. Each peer can also pose queries to all the peers belonging
to a certain class or classes. Contrary to traditional p2p lookup queries, we are
interested in collecting answers from as many peers as possible. We propose
a query routing protocol, called CL-QF, which is based on a novel cross-layer
design. The purpose of this design is to incorporate application layer speciﬁcs
(e.g., class information) into the network layer in order to reduce transmissions
therefore economize on resources. CL-QF coexists with traditional routing. This
synergy minimizes the complexity and signaling of CL-QF while the network
is able to seamlessly provide legacy unicast communication. CL-QF manages
a reduction of up to ∼78% compared to non cross-layer approaches, such as
probabilistic forwarding, without compromising the ability to eﬀectively collect
replies.
Keywords: mobile communication systems, routing protocols, wireless
communication, distributed applications, databases

1. Introduction
The scientiﬁc community has witnessed a signiﬁcant rise of data-centric networking applications over the last years. This type of applications introduces
a new communication paradigm. Instead of communicating one-to-one based
on their identity, users generally communicate in groups depending on the data
they possess and need to exchange at the time. Take for example p2p ﬁle
sharing applications [1], where users communicate spontaneously depending on
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their content. Another example is the concept of peer databases [2], where each
peer carries a database and can pose queries to the databases of other peers.
Furthermore, the advent of mobile devices has created an increased interest for
data-centric applications in wireless mobile environments such as DHTs over
mobile ad hoc networks [3] and data management systems for querying data
collected over large communities of sensor-enabled cars [4].
In this paper, we are concerned with the design of networking protocols for
supporting the operation of a peer database application over a mobile ad-hoc
network. Various applications of this type have been proposed [4], [5], [6] in the
context of mobile computing. More speciﬁcally, we are interested in situations
where mobile peers are organized in groups, called classes, based on the data
they carry (in the form of relational databases) and use to answer queries.
The queries posed by a peer are directed to members of speciﬁc groups and
aim to collect as many answers as possible (rather than highlighting a single
peer that can answer). The communication scenario of peer databases requires
query packets to be forwarded to all network nodes able to respond to the
query, leading to high signalling overhead. In the context of a MANET, such a
requirement calls for the design of customized networking procedures in order
to alleviate the involved overhead. As it will be explained in the following,
traditional routing protocols fail to eﬃciently support such an application. On
the other hand, although signiﬁcant work has been performed on data-centric
applications over MANETs, it cannot be applied to the case of peer databases.
The reason is that the design of data-centric networking protocols is strongly
related to the characteristics of the application to which the network has to
provide its services. For example, in the case of a p2p ﬁle sharing application,
a protocol that identiﬁes a single node having a copy of the requested ﬁle may
be suﬃcient. On the other hand, this is not suitable for peer databases since
the network needs to determine as many as possible peers able to respond to
the posed query.
In this paper we propose a lightweight mechanism, called cross-layer query
forwarding (CL-QF), for forwarding the queries posed by each peer in the mobile
ad hoc network. The goal of CL-QF is to (a) maximize query delivery to the
peers that should answer a query, (b) avoid ﬂooding the network with packets
and minimize the signaling overhead, and (c) maximize the number of responses
collected by peers. To this end, CL-QF introduces the following innovative
approaches:
• cross-layer design: the design incorporates application layer speciﬁcs (e.g.
class information) into the network layer so that it can be exploited for
minimizing the number of nodes that need to transmit in order for a query
to reach all the eligible nodes
• synergy with traditional routing protocols: unlike other data-centric protocols, CL-QF builds on top of traditional routing protocols. The advantage
of this approach is twofold; on one hand the complexity and signaling of
CL-QF are minimized by exploiting existing routing information while on
the other hand the network is able to seamlessly provide traditional as well
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as data-centric communication services without excessively increasing the
overall signaling cost.
The simulation results prove the eﬃciency of CL-QF compared to non cross-layer
approaches. More speciﬁcally, CL-QF, without sacriﬁcing the ability to collect
queries, accomplishes a massive reduction of transmissions that reaches up to
∼85% and ∼78% when compared to plain ﬂooding and probabilistic forwarding
respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem of
query routing and peer database communication in mobile ad hoc networks is
described in detail. Then, in Section 3, the proposed scheme is delineated, while
in Section 4 an analysis of its performance is presented. Section 5 presents the
simulation model used for the assessment of the proposed protocol, while in
Section 6 simulation results are presented and discussed. Finally, related work
is presented in Section 7 and concluding remarks are drawn in Section 8.
2. Problem Description
2.1. Communication Scenario and Basic Concepts
As explained in the previous section, the motivation for this work stems
from the implementation of peer databases over a mobile ad hoc network and
the communication services required to support such a family of applications.
To understand the concept of peer databases over a MANET, let us introduce
the following example concerning an emergency wireless network set up in the
area where a wildﬁre blasts. There are various kinds of mobile users roaming
in the area: ﬁreﬁghter vehicles, both individual and squads of ﬁreﬁghters, sensors for the measurement of temperature, humidity, and wind deployed in the
area in an ad-hoc fashion, unmanned aeroplanes, also equipped with sensors,
ﬂying over the area, and, ﬁnally, manned ﬁreﬁghting helicopters bombarding
the forest with water or ﬁre-resistant chemicals. All these mobile ”actors” are
equipped with some kind of computational apparatus-like, for example, embedded CPU’s, special-purpose PDA’s or mini laptops. Each such actor stores data
in a lightweight database that operates on his computing facility and serves two
purposes: (a) it allows the user to pose queries to the network formed by the
other users and (b) it provides partial answers to the queries posed by the other
users to the network. In other words, query processing follows a simple mechanism: (i) a user poses a query to the network, (ii) the query is forwarded to the
rest of the peers in the network, who, in turns (iii) compute their partial, local
answer to the query and send it back to the querying peer, who (iv) collects as
many answers as possible until a timeout, a threshold on the number of answers
or responding peers, or any combination of the above is reached and then (v)
performs query processing over the collected data as usual.
Since a querying peer collects data from several other peers, a typical database
integration problem must be resolved for the structure of the involved databases:
how does the information stored in the database of a certain peer p1 match the
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information of the database of another peer p2 ? The two extremes in the setting involve the possibility (a) for each peer to follow its very own structure
and (b) all peers to conform to the same structure exactly. For obvious reasons
of scalability and usability, we avoid both extremes and assume a middle path:
users are grouped in classes, with each class exporting a speciﬁc structure for
its members’ data to the network. We will abstract the database querying complexities and refer to this common structure as the interface of the class. Two
classes may share some properties and diﬀerentiate themselves in others: for
example, both ground sensors and unmanned planes may have a way to report
temperature, but only the unmanned aeroplanes may export also a report on
smoke percentage in the atmosphere. As a second example, all ﬂying machinery
may export the amount of available fuel they have as part of their interface,
but only helicopters may export the amount of load they carry since their last
charge or drop.
Overall, a class involves a class name, an interf ace (i.e., the set of querying
facilities over relational tables that it exports to the network) and a population
(i.e., a set of nodes that implement the interface of the class and are part of
the network at a given time point). For the purpose of this paper, we will
simplify the terminology and use the term class equivalently with the term
class population, unless otherwise stated.
Definition 1. Class. A set of nodes exporting the same interface to the peer
network.
Querying may involve one, several, or all the classes of the network, depending on the type of the desired information. For example, average smoke density
around a speciﬁc location involves only the members of the class U nmannedP lane,
whereas a query for the average temperature in a speciﬁc area, requires an access to members of diﬀerent classes. It is worth pointing out that collecting as
many as possible replies is essential in the aforementioned examples in order
to obtain an estimation close to reality. Collecting as many replies as possible
would also be of interest in the case that we wish to obtain a mapping of the
temperature or the smoke percentage in the entire area. Furthermore, note that
a user (e.g., the chief of operations in our example) should be allowed of limiting the range of a query. To motivate the discussion, assume a peer network
of the topology of Fig. 1, consisting of 9 peers, each representing a helicopter,
a sensor or an unmanned aeroplane in the vicinity of the current position of
the chief’s helicopter. Obviously, some of these peers are mobile and some of
them are static. Assume now that the chief (peer p1 ) needs to ﬁnd the average smoke concentration in the area near his helicopter. To avoid ﬂooding the
network with unnecessary load and achieve this goal, the peer needs to perform
two actions (not necessarily in the following order): First, it needs to identify
which of the peers are the unmanned planes (that report smoke concentration).
Second, it needs to identify which of these peers are close to its current location.
Observe a dichotomy between the two kinds of properties: the former property
(’being a unmanned plane’) is a ﬁxed property that lives with peer from the
4

Figure 1: An example network with three classes of nodes

SELECT AVG(SMOKE) FROM U_PLANES
WITH HORIZON COMMUNITY Distance_Under_3km AND
RESPONSE_TIME < 4.0 AND CLASS = ‘UnmannedPlane’
Figure 2: Example query in SQLP

moment of its birth, whereas the latter has to do with its current state (’close
to peer p1 ’). As mentioned above, we make the reasonable assumption that all
planes abide by the same interface and are thus classiﬁed in the same class. At
the same time, we allow the peer to deﬁne a community of interest [7],[8],[9] for
peers satisfying a certain -possibly temporal- property like, for example, location. The routing protocol can be used to convey information about these two
aspects; nevertheless the paper discusses only the case of classes, for reasons of
simplicity.
The peer p1 utilizes the following constructs:
◦ Three classes, Helicopter (denoted as Class 1 in Fig. 1), Sensor (denoted
as Class 2 ), and UnmannedPlane (denoted as Class 3 ) that are commonly
accepted classes for the environment that we discuss
◦ Two communities, the community of close peers (Distance Under 3km) and
the community of distant peers (Distance Over 3km). Assume that peers p2 ,
p3 and p4 belong to the former category and the rest of the peers to the latter.
◦ A database, held locally by p1 , holding information about querable properties of peers. Assume that the relation U P LAN E(ID, X − COORD, Y −
COORD, Z − COORD, F U EL − LEF T, SM OKE, HEAT, HU M IDIT Y )
is part of this database.
In [10] we have formally introduced SQLP , an extension of SQL, to allow
peers perform this kind of queries. The language allows the user to restrict
the range of interest to classes, communities and other properties of peers. For
example, in the query of Fig. 2, apart from constraining the class and community of the interesting planes, we also require that the expected response time
will be less than 4 seconds. The main idea behind SQLP is that the required
data will be collected at the local database of the requesting peer at runtime
(i.e., in our example, the relation U P LAN E will be populated at runtime),
and subsequently processed there. The details for the query language can be
5

found in [10]. In [11] we discuss a lightweight middleware infrastructure for the
execution of this kind of operations. In this paper, however, we focus on the
exploitation of the routing protocol for the eﬃcient dissemination of these kinds
of queries and the collection of answers.
In the described scenario, the network has to provide users with the following
services:
◦ Routing of queries
◦ Delivery of reply messages
Routing of queries is the most important service and its main objective is to
deliver a query to the recipients relevant with the query. The key characteristic
of the communication scenario in peer databases is that the network is required
to deliver the query to as many as possible eligible nodes, so that as much information as possible is collected. At the same time, an eﬃcient implementation
is required in order to economize on the limited resources of a MANET. Such
an implementation is not straightforward with traditional networking protocols.
For example, using a traditional routing protocol would require to unicast the
query to each of the network nodes, leading to the waste of valuable bandwidth.
Another more elaborate solution would be to use multicast routing protocols
[12]. However, the implementation of such a scenario would require the construction of a multicast tree for each diﬀerent query. Bearing in mind the
overhead involved in building and maintaining multicast trees and the plethora
of possible queries, the ineﬃciency of the approach is clear. Finally, another
option would be to use a ﬂood-based technique in order to reach all possible
query recipients. However, in this case, the incurred signalling overhead is also
considered signiﬁcant since all network nodes are involved in the process even
if they are not appropriate query recipients.
Finally, as far as delivery of reply messages is concerned, the network should
be capable of routing replies to the originator of the query that produced them.
Since this is a classical one-to-one communication, traditional routing protocols could be used. However, the cost of implementing both of the aforementioned services independently may be signiﬁcant. Therefore, an eﬃcient protocol
should strive for enhancing their synergy.
2.2. Problem formulation
A snapshot of the network presented in the previous example, under the
assumption that links are bidirectional, can be modeled as an undirected graph
G(V, E) comprising of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E. Each edge between
two vertices u and v denotes that node u lies in v’s transmission range and vice
versa. The size of V is the size of the network N (N = |V |). A number CLcnt
of classes may exist in the network.
As explained previously, a node may pose a query, which according to its
structure may be considered to refer to one or more classes. In order for the
network layer to provide the appropriate service to a peer database application,
it should deliver the query message to all the target nodes of the query. To this
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end, some network nodes should forward the query. Throughout the paper, the
following terminology will be used frequently:
Definition 2. Target Class of a query. The class or the set of classes that
a query refers to.

Definition 3. Target Node of a query. A node belonging to the target class
of a query.

Definition 4. Forwarding Node for a query towards class i. A node
forwarding a query to the target class i.
Assume a query q. We employ the following notation1 :
·
·
·
·

Ctg denotes the set of target nodes of the query q
Ftg denotes the set of forwarding nodes for the target class of the query
Rtg denotes the set of nodes that actually receive the query
N (v) denotes the set of nodes, including v, lying at most one hop from v

Since each forwarding node broadcasts the query to its neighbors, the number
of nodes that receive the query message are:
∪
Rtg =
N (v)
∀v∈Ftg

Also, the number of packets that carry the original query message is |Ftg |. We
wish to minimize the cost of routing the query, i.e., the number of these packets
and, at the same time, reach all the members of the class that should receive the
query.
Equivalently, |Ftg | should be minimized subject to the condition Ctg ⊆ Rtg , or
alternatively
∪
N (v)
Ctg ⊆
∀v∈Ftg

The above indicate that the information regarding the class of each node is
crucial and can be exploited for minimizing the cost of query routing. The
crux of our approach lies in silencing forwarding nodes belonging to Ftg if their
transmission is redundant in reaching target nodes for the query. To understand
this consider the case in ﬁg. 1 where node 1 wishes to perform a query for
discovering data related to class 2. Without any information about Ctg all nodes
in the network should forward the query in order to ensure that Ctg ⊆ Rtg .
1 to avoid crowding the notation unnecessarily, we do not annotate the terms with a superscript q that indicates the query to which a parameter refers to
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Figure 3: Example of query forwarding

On the contrary, by exploiting class information we can minimize the set of
forwarding nodes (indicated by the dashed line). In this way both nodes 4
and 8 that belong to class 2 will receive the query. At the same time, node 2,
which is a neighbor of the querying node 1, will not unnecessarily be involved
in the forwarding of the query. The same scheme is repeated in the subsequent
forwarding of the query.
3. Cross Layer Query Forwarding (CL-QF)
Before delineating the mechanisms of the proposed networking approach, we
ﬁrst describe some of our basic design choices.
3.1. Design Choices
Following the discussion in the previous section it is clear that the basic
objectives of this work are:
i) the minimization of the cost involved in routing a query
ii) the synergy with traditional routing protocols
3.1.1. The synergy with traditional routing
As explained in the previous paragraph, providing networking services to
data-centric applications requires customized protocols. Since data-centric applications are expected to thrive, the cost of running a specialized protocol per
application in the context of a MANET is prohibitively high. In this context,
we are not interested in building a special purpose network. On the contrary,
we wish to support the coexistence of data-centric applications such as a peer
database with other types of applications. Therefore, one of our major design
choices has been not to build a new routing protocol rather than propose generally applicable modiﬁcations so that the described functionality is incorporated
into existing routing protocols. To this end, CL-QF works on top of traditional
routing protocols. However, we must make clear at this point that the proposed
solution aims at proactive routing protocols [13] due to the nature of the application. Keep in mind that when a node performs a query, data must be collected
by as many network nodes as possible. The only way to achieve this without
performing a network-wide search is to use a proactive routing protocol. This
8

is because in proactive routing protocols each node maintains a routing table
containing an entry for each discovered node in the network. The entry contains
data, such as the next hop, indicating how to reach the respective node. Each
node and its neighbors periodically exchange routing updates (distance vector
routing), called HELLO messages, containing all or part of their routing table.
By this mechanism, in each algorithm repetition, a node populates its routing
table with nodes that are one hop further. In an ideal network, the aforementioned procedure would lead to the discovery of all network nodes. However, in
mobile ad hoc networks, the actual number of discovered network nodes is limited by mobility, joining and leaving the network and by network partitions. By
working on top of a proactive routing protocol, CL-QF is capable of exploiting
available routing information in order to minimize the cost of routing a query.
3.1.2. Cross-Layer Design
The discussion in Section 2.2 has highlighted the need for exploiting application layer speciﬁcs such as the organization of nodes into classes. To this end,
our second design choice has been to opt for cross-layer design. Since CL-QF
works on top of any proactive routing protocol, in order to be able to make decisions based on application information at the networking layer, we must devise
an eﬃcient mechanism for making this information (the class that a node belongs to) available to the routing protocol. To this end, we introduce the name
of the node’s class to the routing updates that the node sends in the context of
the proactive routing protocol. Furthermore, each node receiving such updates
from other nodes should store class information to the entry of its routing table
that is related to the node that sent the update. In this way, each node becomes
aware of the class that every node in its routing table belongs to. The proposed
procedure increases somewhat the signalling overhead due to the larger size of
update messages. However, the increase in the size of each update message
is rather small (only a couple of bytes). Furthermore, bear in mind that the
information regarding the class of a node is in most cases ﬁxed. Therefore its
propagation in the network by means of update messages may be limited to only
some of the updates. Finally, we should point out that the proposed procedure
does not depend on the routing protocol that is implemented.
3.2. Basic Mechanisms
CL-QF consists of three basic mechanisms, namely: i) identiﬁcation of target
nodes, ii) query routing, and iii) reply forwarding.
3.2.1. Identification of target nodes
The cornerstone for implementing an eﬃcient query routing mechanism is to
make forwarding decisions for query messages based on the application layer information, already incorporated into the routing tables as described previously.
In our approach, when a node submits a query, in order to avoid ﬂooding it,
the ﬁrst step is to identify all the nodes that are eligible for receiving it. This
is done by searching the local routing table for nodes belonging to the target
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Figure 4: Structure of query header

class. To understand the procedure, consider the example depicted in ﬁg. 3.
Node 1, based on its view of the network, issues a query towards nodes of class
1. By consulting its routing table (RT :N ode1), node 1 can determine the target
nodes, i.e., the nodes that the query must reach. In our example, the target
nodes are nodes 5,6 and 7. The rationale behind this approach is straightforward: we should not be concerned with other than target nodes. Therefore,
only forwarding nodes for the target class should be elected.
3.2.2. Query Routing
After identifying the target nodes, the originator of the query should determine the forwarding nodes for the target class. Since each node has partial
knowledge of the paths leading to nodes in the target class, it cannot determine
the forwarding nodes for the entire path. Instead, it determines the forwarding
nodes in the ﬁrst hop of communication and relies on those forwarding nodes
to repeat the procedure until all forwarding nodes are determined. Clearly, the
forwarding nodes in the ﬁrst hop of communication are the next hops for reaching the target nodes. This information can be retrieved from the routing table.
Coming back to the example of ﬁg. 3, nodes 3 and 4 are identiﬁed by node 1
as forwarding nodes since they are the next hops for reaching nodes 5,7 and 6
respectively.
In order to minimize the number of query packets, a node, based on its
routing table, groups the target nodes according to the next hop used to reach
them. The rationale behind this approach is to construct only one message per
next hop and not per target node. This grouping of nodes has been proposed for
use in the Internet [14]. However, we expand this approach to take advantage
also of the wireless transmission properties. To this end, each forwarding node
needs to transmit only one message since all next hop nodes are able to receive
the message. It is clear however that the message should contain information
regarding all forwarding nodes. Therefore, the node constructs a header of the
structure depicted in ﬁg. 4.
The ﬁelds F W1 , F W2 , . . . are used to store the forwarding nodes identiﬁed
by the current node. Each forwarding node F Wi is followed by a set of target
nodes {Ti,1 , . . . , Ti,T Ls i } that can be reached by F Wi . At this point we should
note that a forwarding node may be a target node as well. However, as it will
be made clear later, its address does not need to be included in this set. For
easiness in accessing the data in the header, the list of target nodes for each F Wi
10

is also accompanied by its size (T Ls i). Furthermore, the number of forwarding
nodes contained in the header is stored in the ﬁeld F Ls. Finally, the address
of the originator of the query is stored in the ﬁeld QN Addr. This information
is necessary in order for the target nodes to reply to the query. In the example
of ﬁg. 3, node 1 will construct a header containing 3 and 4 as forwarding nodes
while nodes 5 and 7 are grouped under node 3 and node 6 under node 4.
After its construction the header is appended to the query message and
the packet is transmitted using layer-2 broadcast. Each node that receives the
packet forwards it to its application layer. Furthermore, it checks if its address
appears in the list of forwarding nodes. If this is not the case, the node drops
the packet. However, if the node is a forwarding node then it constructs a new
header by following the procedure described before and using as target nodes
only the nodes included in its target list. To make this clear, let us consider
again the example of ﬁg. 3. In this example, node 3 is a forwarding node. When
receiving the query from node 1, it constructs a new header following the same
procedure as node 1 and using as targets only the nodes 5 and 7 (node 6 is
the responsibility of node 4). The described procedure ends when a node that
receives the query discovers that its list of target nodes is empty. At this point,
all target nodes have received the query.
The result of the proposed procedure is to minimize the number of transmissions within the network since the retransmission of query packets is strictly
controlled. Consider again the example of ﬁg. 3. The total number of transmissions used to deliver the query to all recipients is three (each transmission is
depicted with a diﬀerent line style). In the case that ﬂooding is used, the total
number of transmissions for the same example is nine. The disadvantage of the
method is that it relies on the accuracy of the routing protocol used to deliver
queries. However, this is a tradeoﬀ that we are willing to pay in order to save
resources and to achieve the compatibility with traditional routing protocols.
3.2.3. Reply Forwarding
Whenever a target node receives a query, it computes the answer and forwards it back to the originator of the query through traditional routing mechanisms. This can be done by using the address stored in the QN Addr ﬁeld
of the query header and the underlying routing protocol. The rationale behind
this choice has been to enhance the protocol’s ﬂexibility, since, in this way,
CL-QF does not produce additional overhead for setting up the reverse path.
Furthermore, the choice of utilizing a proactive routing protocol minimizes the
delay in collecting replies since reverse paths are available and do not need to
be discovered at the time that the query is executed.
The querying node collects answers until either a timeout occurs, or a certain
amount of answers arrives, or a certain number of peers respond, or any combination of the above. The stopping condition can be part of the query; see [10],
for the SQL extensions that deal with these issues. Every answer that arrives
at the querying node is locally cached; once the stopping condition is activated,
the querying node performs the appropriate query processing to the collected
answers. The details of this query processing are explained in [10]; furthermore,
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any optimizations of this task with the simultaneous collection and processing
of answers, or the delegation of parts of the query processing to other nodes is
well beyond the scope of this paper.
3.3. Processing and power requirements
As mentioned before, the objective of CL-QF is to deliver a query to as many
as possible target nodes and at the same time minimize the number of transmissions. To accomplish this, CL-QF requires increased processing for reading and
constructing the header of a query. In other words CL-QF takes the approach
to trade bandwidth with CPU. This approach is suitable for the context of a
MANET since the limited resource is clearly bandwidth. Although the nominal
bandwidth has increased up to 54 Mbps or more, the eﬀective bandwidth is
limited by contention-based access protocols. On the contrary, powerful and
power eﬃcient mobile processors already exist [15]. Furthermore, it should be
pointed out that the reduction of transmissions also alleviates processing since
the processor is not required to transfer a packet to/from the wireless interface.
As far as the power consumption is concerned, researchers have provided
evidence [16],[17] proving that the energy consumption in a wireless interface is,
in the best case, in the order of tens of µW not only for transmitting but also
for receiving or even discarding packets. On the other hand, state of the art
mobile processors can provide up to 8 · 108 processing cycles with just 0.5 W ,
that is 0.625 nW per processing cycle [15].
4. Query Routing Analysis
In order to evaluate the impact of the cross-layer design of CL-QF we analyze
the cost involved in query routing compared to the case that class information is
not taken into account. In the following, we will refer to the latter case as simple
query forwarding (SQF). In other words, SQF is similar to CL-QF except that
the class information is not available. Therefore, in SQF, all network nodes are
considered as target nodes. Note that SQF only serves as a reference protocol
that will help us to clearly outline the beneﬁts related to the proposed cross-layer
design.
The execution of the routing mechanism for a query q in each of the forwarding nodes in the network can be considered, on an abstraction level, to form a
tree rooted at the originator of the network. Fig. 5 presents the formed tree for
the example of query routing illustrated in ﬁg. 3. In general when SQF is used,
the size of the tree is N and its depth H, which represents the maximum distance (in hops) of a node from the originator of the query. All internal nodes of
the tree are query forwarding nodes and vice versa. In the case of CL-QF, some
parts of the tree are truncated since the set of forwarding nodes is minimized.
This is indicated in the example of ﬁg. 5 (dashed line) where only nodes 3 and
4 need to forward the query in order to reach all the nodes belonging to class 1.
We refer to the formed tree as T and denote by Ni the set of its nodes with
depth i. In other words, Ni is the set of nodes that, according to the underlying
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Figure 5: Example tree formed during query forwarding

routing protocol, reside i hops away from the originator of the query2 . Similarly,
Fi represents the set of internal nodes with depth i, while Li denotes the set
of leaf nodes. Clearly, |Fi | + |Li | = |Ni |. As mentioned before, for the case
of SQF, all internal nodes are forwarding nodes and vice-versa, therefore the
average number of transmitted packets is:
DSQF =

H−1
∑

∑

1=

i=0 ∀v∈Fi

H−1
∑

|Fi |

(1)

i=0

∑H
Clearly DSQF ≤ i=0 |Ni | = N , with the latter being the number of packets
when plain ﬂooding is used (since all nodes transmit the query message). As far
H−1
∪
as CL-QF is concerned, the forwarding nodes are a subset of
Fi . Another
i=0

way to express this is to say there is a probability that a node v ∈ Fi will be a
forwarder, i.e. it will receive and ﬁnally forward the query. In the following we
employ the notation:
· F W v denotes the event that a node v ∈ Fi is a forwarder, i.e. it both receives
and forwards the query
· upstr(v, j) denotes the upstream node of v with depth j in the path from the
originator of the query (root of the tree) to node v; clearly 0 ≤ j < i
· Rv is the event that a node v receives the query from its upstream node
upstr(v, i − 1)
· T g v is the event indicating that there is at least one target node in the subtree
Tiv rooted at node v, i.e., T g v = at least one target node in Tiv
Clearly, the average number of transmitted packets for the case of CL-QF is:
DCL =

H−1
∑

∑

P {F W v }

(2)

i=0 ∀v∈Fi

The probability of node v being a forwarder equals the probability that v receives
the query and transmits it because there is at least one target node in the subtree
2 again, we do not annotate the terms with a superscript q that indicates the query to which
a parameter refers to, to avoid crowding the notation unnecessarily.
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Tiv rooted at node v, i.e.:

F W v = Rv ∩ T g v

(3)

Furthermore, in order for a node v to receive a message, its upstream node
upstr(v, i − 1) should be a forwarder, i.e.:
Rv = F W upstr(v,i−1)

(4)

To continue with the calculation of DCL we introduce the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The probability that a node v ∈ Fi is a forwarder is equal to the
probability that there is at least one target node in the subtree Tiv . In other
words, P {F W v } = P {T g v }.
Proof. By combining equations 3 and 4 we can show that:
P {F W v } =P {F W upstr(v,i−1) ∩ T g v }
=P {Rupstr(v,i−1) ∩ T g upstr(v,i−1) ∩ T g v }

(5)

However, it is clear that:
T g upstr(v,i−1) ∩ T g v = T g v
upstr(v,i−1)

because Tiv ⊂ Ti−1

upstr(v,i−1)

exists in Ti−1

(6)

, therefore if a target node exists in Tiv then it also

. As a result Eq. 5 results in:
P {F W v } = P {Rupstr(v,i−1) ∩ T g v }

(7)

and since node upstr(v, i − 1) receives the query only if node upstr(v, i − 2) is
a forwarder, then:
P {F W v } = P {F W upstr(v,i−2) ∩ T g v }

(8)

The comparison of Eqs. 5 and 8 indicate that by repeating the same procedure
recursively we can show that:
P {F W v } = P {F W upstr(v,0) ∩ T g v }

(9)

Since node upstr(v, 0) is the root of the query, by deﬁnition P {F W upstr(v,0) } =
1. Therefore, P {F W v } = P {T g v }.
According to theorem 1 it is suﬃcient to calculate P {T g v } in order to evaluate
DCL . To this end, let us denote by pc the probability that a node is a target
node, i.e., belongs to the target class of the query. Since nodes are independent,
the probability Ptg (k) of having k target nodes out of M nodes is given by the
binomial distribution:
( )
M k
Ptg (k) =
pc (1 − pc )M −k
k
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while the probability of having at least one target node is:
Ptg (k ≥ 1) = 1 − Ptg (k = 0) = 1 − (1 − pc )M

(10)

Therefore, the probability that there is at least one target node in the subtree
Tiv rooted at node v is:
P {T g v } = 1 − (1 − pc )|Ti |−1
v

(11)

Finally, theorem 1 allows us to combine the latter equation with Eq. 2:
DCL =

H−1
∑

∑

(1 − (1 − pc )|Ti |−1 )
v

i=0 ∀v∈Fi

= DSQF −

H−1
∑

∑

(12)
|Tiv |−1

(1 − pc )

i=0 ∀v∈Fi

In this equation the size of any tree Tiv , ∀v ∈ Fi is constrained by the total
network size. Indeed, the summation of the size of those trees, excluding the
root node, equals the number of nodes with greater depth in the tree:
∑
∀v∈Fi

(|Tiv | − 1) =

H
∑
j=i+1

|Ni | = N −

i
∑

|Ni |

(13)

j=0

Eq. 12 and 13 quantify the improvement of CL-QF compared to SQF and are
useful for understanding the gains of the cross-layer approach. In a network
pc →0
of ﬁxed size, CL-QF is favored when pc → 0 since DCL −−−→ 0. That is, the
gains of CL-QF are greater when the population of the target class is small – or,
equivalently, the number of the classes in the network is high. On the contrary,
pc →1
when pc → 1, i.e., there is only one class in the network, DCL −−−→ DSQF . This
is reasonable since the existence of one class actually provides no information
that CL-QF can take advantage of. Another useful result is that CL-QF is
favored in networks that |Fi | is maximized compared to |Li |. This is because
forwarding nodes represent occasions where a transmission may be canceled.
An easy way to understand this is to consider the two extremes; a tree where
each node has only one child and a tree where all nodes are children of the root.
CL-QF is also favored as the network size increases if the ratio |Fi |/|Li | is high.
Again, the reason for this property of CL-QF is the fact that the opportunities
for canceling transmissions are maximized. All the aforementioned qualitative
results are fully conﬁrmed by the simulation study presented in Section 6.
Providing analytical results by using Eq. 12 and 13 is not possible unless
information regarding the tree organization is known. Although there exist
some works [18],[19] discussing properties of a MANET topology such as node
density and degree, connectivity, etc, they do not address the properties of a
minimum distance tree rooted at a given node. Therefore, Eq. 13 can be used
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to produce limits on the size of Tiv :
1 ≤ |Tiv | − 1 ≤ N −

i
∑

|Ni | − |Fi |

(14)

j=0

According to this equation the lower limit of the size of the tree rooted at v
is 2 (node v itself and a child node since v is a forwarding node). The upper
limit results in the case that |Tiu | = 2, ∀u ∈ Fi , u ̸= v, i.e., all other forwarding
nodes with the same depth are the roots of minimum sized trees. In∑this case,
i
the nodes that may belong in Tiv are those with greater depth (N − j=0 |Ni |)
after excluding one child per forwarding node (|Fi | in total). Eq. 14 can be
combined with Eq. 12 to produce limits on the performance of CL-QF.
5. Simulation Framework
5.1. Methodology
To assess the performance of cross-layer query forwarding (CL-QF) we compare it, through extensive simulations, to the simple query forwarding scheme
(SQF). Again, we should point out that SQF is a downgraded version of CL-QF
in the sense that it does not take into account class information. Its purpose is
to help us highlight the performance gains related to the cross-layer design as
opposed to the gains related to the forwarding technique. Furthermore, we compare CL-QF with Plain ﬂooding (PF) and with a probabilistic ﬂooding scheme
in which each node forwards a message with probability p. Probabilistic schemes
are known to present a bimodal behavior [20]. That is, given a suitable p, a
ﬂooded message will reach all nodes in the network. In this work, we have implemented the scheme described in [20] that has been proposed for wireless ad
hoc networks. According to this scheme a message is forwarded with probability
1 in the ﬁrst k hops (excluding the ﬁrst one) and after that each node forwards
the message with probability p. Clearly the performance of this scheme depends
on the choice of k and p. In the following experiments, we present the results
for the probabilistic scheme with parameters k and p set to the values that yield
the best performance in terms of the scheme’s ability to deliver the query. More
speciﬁcally, we have chosen the values that provide the same delivery eﬃciency
as the other schemes and minimize at the same time the number of nodes that
need to forward a message. The optimal values for k and p where determined
through exhaustive parameter testing. More speciﬁcally, we tested k ∈ [0, 3] and
p ∈ [0.05, 0.7] with a step of 0.05. The range of the tested values was adequate
for capturing the bimodal behavior of the scheme. In other words, the optimal
values for k and p were well inside the aforementioned ranges. Using any value
greater than the optimal ones resulted in more transmissions without improving the delivery ratio. In the rest of the paper we will refer to the probabilistic
scheme as PROB.
The presented results have been obtained by using the CMU extensions of
ns2 [21] for MANETs, after performing appropriate modiﬁcations in order to
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implement CL-QF, SQF as well as PROB. All aforementioned techniques have
been built on top of DSDV [22], which is one of the most well-known proactive routing protocols, proposed for MANETs. The existing implementation of
DSDV in ns2 has been used. At this point, it must be noted that the implementation of CL-QF does not rely and is not limited by the underlying routing
protocol. CL-QF can smoothly operate with any proactive routing protocol
that uses routing tables. To illustrate this, in some experiments, we use an
implementation of SQF and CL-QF over the well-known OLSR protocol [23].
To this end, the UM-OLSR implementation [24] for ns2 has been used.
The evaluation of algorithms in real-life network conditions is of great importance. Therefore, in our simulations we used the medium access control of
IEEE 802.11, where delay and/or packet losses may occur frequently due to
congestion and/or collisions. Note that when MAC layer broadcasts are used to
transmit packets (which is the case for all the investigated techniques), packet
collisions result in packet drops, since no acknowledgement mechanism is used.
This fact, which is rarely addressed in the literature, severely aﬀects the performance of the algorithms in conditions of MAC layer congestion. Collisions
also have an impact on broadcasted periodic messages created by the underlying
routing protocol. Therefore congestion may aﬀect the accuracy of the routing
protocol itself. To further approximate real-life conditions, we also used conﬁgurations of high mobility in order to assess the resilience of the algorithms to
stale routing information. Finally, it should be noted that, in order to minimize
stochastic artifacts, all presented results were obtained as average values over
10 independent simulation runs.
5.2. Simulation Model and Parameters
The simulation model used, consists of N nodes that roam in a rectangle
area of 1000x1000 m2 or 1500x300 m2 . For the simulation of node movement,
the well-known Random Waypoint (RW ) Algorithm has been used. The mobility scenarios were produced using the perfect simulation model proposed in
[25] in order to avoid transient artifacts in nodes’ movement. Furthermore, we
also used node movement scenarios produced from real maps, in order to test
the algorithms in more realistic scenarios. Those scenarios, which are also suitable for modeling vehicular ad hoc networks, were produced according to the
procedure described in [26], using the provided map of a section of a major
US city. The code for producing such scenarios is available online [27]. The
roaming area, used with this methodology, was 1000x1000 m2 . The provided
scenario generation code sets automatically the speed of nodes according to the
speed limit (maximum 35 miles/hour) of the roads included in the map. In the
following, the scenarios produced from real maps will be referred as city-section
(CS) scenarios.
Nodes are randomly organized into CLcnt classes of equal size. A number
Q(Q < N ) of nodes performs queries using a Poisson distribution with mean
rate λ. Queries are propagated to a maximum number of hops (Hmax ). Each
node chooses uniformly the class to which it addresses its queries. Finally, each
node receiving a query replies with a packet of 1000 bytes in size. As far as the
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Table 1: Simulation parameters
Number of nodes (N )
100 or 50
Region Size
1000x1000 or 1500x300
Maximum speed in RW algorithm
20 m/sec
RW pause time
0 secs
Node’s Transmission Range (R)
250 m
Number of Classes (Ccnt )
5
Number of querying nodes (Q)
0.2N
Query generation rate (λ)
0.1 query/sec
Maximum number of hops (Hmax )
3
Simulation Time
900 sec

size of the query header is concerned, we used 4 bytes for each ﬁeld of the header
although smaller sizes could be used for some ﬁelds. This has been done in order
to capture the worst case performance for CL-QF. The transmission range of
each node is R. The total simulation time was 900 seconds. The simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 1. Unless stated otherwise, these values
are valid throughout all experiments.
5.3. Evaluation metrics
Five diﬀerent metrics have been used for the evaluation: a) average number
of packets per query, i.e., the mean number of packets transmitted during the
routing of a query (equivalently, the average number of nodes involved in the
forwarding of the query), b) average number of bytes per query, i.e., the mean
number of bytes transmitted during the routing of a query, c) mean number of
received replies, i.e., the average number of replies to a query, received by the
querying node, d) delivery ratio, i.e., the percentage of the generated replies
that reached the querying node, and e) mean delay, i.e., the average delay for
reply messages received by the querying node. The ﬁrst two metrics evaluate the
ability of the algorithms to utilize eﬃciently the limited system resources and
provides an indication of the algorithm’s scalability. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst metric
is used to capture the impact of the algorithm performance on network aspects
such as power consumption, network access delay, etc. Such aspects are of great
importance in mobile wireless networks that use contention mechanisms. The
second metric captures the consumed bandwidth. The third metric evaluates
the ability of the algorithms to collect replies from the target nodes. Finally,
the fourth and ﬁfth metric identify the impact of the query forwarding schemes
on the ability of the underlying routing protocol to deliver data and minimize
the involved delay.
5.4. Experiments
In order to evaluate the algorithms, we conducted four experiments, namely:
a) the impact of classes, b) performing queries with horizon, c) the impact of
network size and d) resilience to mobility. In the ﬁrst experiment we evaluate
the impact of having diﬀerent number of classes in the network, i.e., we vary
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Figure 6: Performance with respect to the number of classes in the network

Ccnt . In the second experiment we vary Hmax , thus we perform queries with different propagation limit in order to highlight the performance of the algorithms
over longer and therefore more volatile paths. Then, in the third experiment
we assess the algorithms’ performance for diﬀerent number of network nodes.
Network density aﬀects the number of neighbors that a node has as well as
the MAC layer congestion conditions that may be occur. Finally, in the fourth
experiment the mobility of nodes is varied in the RW mobility model. Mobility
determines the accuracy of the underlying routing protocol, therefore aﬀects the
performance of algorithms.
6. Simulation Results
6.1. The Impact of Classes
In this experiment, we vary the number of the classes into which network
nodes are organized. The purpose of this experiment is to directly capture the
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impact of using application layer information on the ability of each scheme to
scale with the number and the size of classes. Since the number of network nodes
is ﬁxed, the size of a class is reduced with the number of classes in the network.
Fig. 6 presents the performance of all schemes with respect to the number of
classes for a network of 100 nodes in a 1000x1000 m2 area, for both RW and CS
mobility models. Regarding the PROB scheme, we present its performance for
k = 1 and p = 0.35. Extensive simulations have identiﬁed that these values yield
the best performance for both the RW and CS scenarios. Clearly, CL-QF outperforms all schemes with respect to the average number of packets per query.
As actually expected, the performance of PF does not change as the number of
classes increases, since it always asks all the peers of the network. The same applies to SQF as well as PROB. The improvement in the case of SQF is ascribed
to its ability to take advantage of routing information in order to group target
nodes and minimize transmissions. On the other hand, although PROB does
not exploit routing information, it manages to perform close to SQF. However,
the disadvantage of PROB lies in determining the suitable parameter values.
Contrary to the constant performance of all other schemes, CL-QF improves its
performance when the number of classes increases. This is due to the fact, that
the proposed method takes advantage of class information and tries to reach
only the peers of the target class. This trend can also be conﬁrmed by the
analysis of Section 4. Note that as the number of classes increases, pc decreases.
v
Consequently, (1 − pc )|Ti |−1 increases and according to Eq. 12, DCL decreases.
It is worth noticing that even when only two classes exist, i.e., the query concerns half of network nodes, CL-QF manages a reduction of approximately 62%,
42% and 28% compared to PF, PROB and SQF respectively. As far as the number of bytes per query is concerned, the performance of the schemes remains
qualitatively similar. Although CL-QF appends the query header in each query
message, its performance is still better than that of the other schemes because
CL-QF achieves a massive reduction on the transmitted packets. The relation
of the average number of packets per query and the average number of bytes per
query is similar in all of the experiments, therefore the latter will be omitted in
the following for presentation purposes.
At the same time, the ability of CL-QF to discover and collect replies is
practically equivalent to that of the other schemes, as indicated by the mean
number of received replies. The small diﬀerence (less than 3%) compared to the
best performance (PF) can be attributed to the fact that in PF each node has
the opportunity to receive multiple copies of the query since all nodes forward
it. Therefore, the resilience in mobility is higher. However, the advantage of
PF is compensated since packets are transmitted using MAC layer broadcast
which results in packet losses due to collisions and consequently in performance
degradation. On the contrary, although CL-QF uses a single path to deliver the
packet to a target node, and therefore is more prone to mobility, it manages to
preserve its eﬀectiveness since packet collisions are minimized. The reduction of
received replies as the number of classes increases, for all schemes, is a result of
the smaller number of nodes belonging to each class. The increased number of
transmissions in the case of PF, PROB and SQF has also a negative impact on
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Figure 7: Performance vs maximum number of hops that a query is allowed to propagate

the performance of the underlying routing protocol in terms of delivery ratio and
mean delay. This is the result of collisions between query packets and topology
update messages used by all proactive routing protocols. The slight increase of
delivery ratio and the decrease of mean delay, as the number of classes increases,
is the result of less reply messages (due to the smaller class size), which reduces
congestion. As explained previously, the impact of the query routing scheme
in the operation of the underlying protocol is of paramount importance for
supporting multiple data-centric applications over MANETs.
A ﬁnal observation regarding the illustrated results is that they are qualitatively similar in both RW and CS mobility models even though in the CS
scenarios the performance is slightly degraded for all schemes as a result of the
increased mobility of nodes (maximum speed is 35 miles/hour). This very interesting result has been also be evident in all of the experiments. Therefore, for
simplicity, in the following we will provide only results for the more challenging
CS scenarios.
6.2. Performing Queries with Horizon
In this experiment, queries are limited within a certain network distance
(horizon), measured in hops. This can be done by using the hop count information available by the underlying routing protocol. The objective of this
experiment is to illustrate the performance of the proposed schemes on progressively longer and therefore more volatile paths. Another motivation for this
experiment has been to investigate the impact of the schemes with respect to
the size of the network area that a query aﬀects. In this experiment we provide
results for a network of 100 nodes in a 1000x1000 m2 area for the CS mobility
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model (ﬁg. 7). In the presented results we illustrate always the best performance
of PROB. It turns out that this can be accomplished for k = 0 and p = 0.6 when
the query is limited to two hops and for k = 1 and p = 0.35 when the maximum
hops are either 3 or 5. It should be noted that when only one hop is allowed,
PROB is equivalent to PF. CL-QF again outperforms all schemes in terms of the
average number of packets per query. Speciﬁcally, CL-QF achieves an improvement of up to ∼ 82%, ∼ 65% and ∼ 62% compared to PF, PROB and SQF
respectively. The main observation is that the gain of CL-QF increases with
the number of maximum hops. This can be easily explained by the following;
forwarding nodes away from the originator are probable to be assigned with less
target nodes because the part of the network that is still uncovered is smaller.
Therefore, there is a high probability that they will cancel the query forwarding. This also complies with the analysis in Section 4 (Eq. 12 and 13); |Tiv |
tends to be smaller as i increases, which is the case in our experiment, therefore
v
(1 − pc )|Ti |−1 increases since 1 − pc ≤ 1. Consequently, the gain of CL-QF increases with i. Similar conclusions apply when comparing with PF and PROB.
Although PROB performs similar to SQF, the cost of PF, as expected, increases
with the number of hops. As far as the mean number of received replies is concerned, CL-QF manages to keep up with the other schemes although it is more
vulnerable to mobility. This is because CL-QF produces less congestion and less
packet drops due to collisions. Consequently, the losses due to mobility are compensated. It is interesting that this is true even for long paths which are more
prone to failures due to mobility than shorter ones. Finally, as far as the mean
delay for delivering replies is concerned, the superiority of CL-QF is conﬁrmed.
The explanation of this result is twofold. On one hand, CL-QF minimizes the
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number of transmitted packets and therefore reduces the collisions with routing
control messages. As a result, the underlying routing protocol maintains an
up-to-date view of the network and uses the shortest paths. On the other hand,
less transmissions produce less contention in the medium and less congestion
in nodes, resulting in the minimization of end-to-end delay. When more hops
are involved in the propagation of a query, more distant nodes are reached and
therefore produce a reply. As a result, the mean delay increases for all schemes
since end-to-end delay is dominated by the number of hops that reply packets
travel.
6.3. The impact of Network size
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the ability of the schemes to
scale in large networks. Therefore, we vary the number of nodes that the network
consists of. At the same time, since the roaming area is ﬁxed, the network
size aﬀects its density and therefore aggravates the congestion conditions that
may occur. Fig. 8 presents the performance of all schemes with respect to
the network size. Results are presented for a roaming area of 1000x1000 m2 .
Regarding PROB, its best performance results for k = 1 and p = 0.35 when
the network consists of either 50 or 100 nodes, for k = 1 and p = 0.3 when the
network size is 150 nodes and for k = 1 and p = 0.2 in a 200-node network.
CL-QF outperforms all schemes with respect to the average number of packets
per query. Moreover, it exhibits a remarkable scaling ability with respect to the
network size. As the number of nodes increases, the diﬀerence between CL-QF
and the other schemes increases. Clearly, this is an attribute of the cross-layer
design that allows CL-QF to eliminate nodes not eligible for receiving the query.
The increase in the average number of packets per query with the increase of
network size for the CL-QF case is due to the increase of target nodes. This is
also evident in the ﬁgure illustrating the mean number of received replies. More
replies are received since the ﬁxed number of classes results in more nodes per
class, therefore more target nodes. Again all schemes illustrate approximately
the same ability to discover and collect replies for both the mobility models.
As far as the mean delay is concerned, it is clear that the lightweight nature
of CL-QF supports the unhindered operation of the underlying routing protocol.
When CL-QF is employed, the performance improvement can reach up to an
impressive 47% compared to PF, 34% compared to PROB and up to ∼ 25%
compared to SQF. It is more important that the maximum improvement is
achieved in bigger networks where delay is higher. This is reasonable since delay
is mainly aﬀected by increased contention and/or congestion. Such conditions
are more frequent in bigger networks. This is why in networks of 50 nodes all
schemes perform closely while in large networks CL-QF, due to its resilience to
congestion, dominates the other schemes.
6.4. Resilience to mobility
In this last experiment we vary the maximum speed at which nodes are
roaming. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the system’s perfor-
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mance under various levels of mobility that aﬀect the underlying routing protocol and therefore the query routing schemes built on top. Furthermore, in
this experiment we also evaluate an implementation of SQF and CL-QF that
is based on the well-known OLSR protocol. The purpose is to assess the way
routing protocols that exhibit diﬀerent levels of resilience to mobility aﬀect the
performance of the proposed techniques.
At this point it must be noted that in this experiment only the RW mobility
model is used since the CS model does not allow the deﬁnition of speed by the
user. Speciﬁcally, we use a network of 100 nodes roaming in a 1000x1000 m2 area
and a network of 50 nodes roaming in a 1500x300 m2 area. The two settings
are chosen to represent approximately the same node density. However, the
second setting is more prone to mobility since, in this case, paths are in general
longer. The best performance for PROB is achieved for k = 1 and p = 0.35 in
the 1000x1000 m2 case, while in the 1500x300 m2 case the respective values are
k = 1 and p = 0.3.
Fig. 9(a) illustrates results obtained for the scenario of 1000x1000 m2 , while
ﬁg. 9(b) depicts the results for the 1500x300 m2 case. With respect to the
average number of packets per query, again CL-QF manages a massive improvement compared to the other schemes regardless of whether the underlying
routing protocol is DSDV or OLSR. The improvement in the CL-QF(DSDV)
case compared to PF is ∼ 78% for the 1000x1000 m2 area and ∼ 82% for the
1500x300 m2 area. Compared to PROB, the improvement is ∼ 66% and ∼ 77%
respectively. Similar performance is witnessed for CL-QF(OLSR). However, the
improvement over SQF is smaller in the case that OLSR is used. This is a result
of the nature of OLSR. Due to the use of multi-point relays, more destinations
are served by the same next hop. As a result, transmissions are reduced even
without the use of class information. However, it can be seen that even in this
case the improvement of CL-QF reaches up to ∼ 50% in both scenarios.
The average number of packets per query is practically stable over the entire
mobility range. Although this is somewhat expected for PF and PROB, for
CL-QF and SQF this is a very interesting result since it indicates that query
routing is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by link failures. This is conﬁrmed by the
mean number of received replies where all schemes present similar performances
for all the settings with the notable exception of the OLSR-based schemes that
perform signiﬁcantly better. The limited hysteresis of CL-QF(DSDV) compared
to both PF and SQF(DSDV) is the result of the increased failure rate of DSDV
due to mobility. Indeed, when the more reliable OLSR is used as the underlying protocol, CL-QF improves its performance in all aspects, outperforms all
other schemes in the 1500x300 m2 scenario and performs similar to PF in the
1000x1000 m2 case. It is clear that SQF always delivers more replies compared
to CL-QF (remember that SQF ignores class information when forwarding a
query). However, the performance hysteresis is small (approx. 3% in the worst
case) and it is the price paid for minimizing the number of transmitted packets
(by reducing them to roughly 50% of SQF’s cost) during the routing of a query.
The slight decrease in the performance of all schemes can be ascribed to the
increasing rate of link failures due to mobility.
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Figure 9: Performance under variable user’s mobility.
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Finally, the lightweight nature of CL-QF has a beneﬁcial eﬀect on the performance of the underlying routing protocol in terms of mean delay. Again, this
is a result of minimizing congestion when CL-QF is utilized since smaller queues
are formed in each node therefore smaller delays are incurred. This is evident
especially for CL-QF(DSDV) which achieves the lowest delays in both scenarios.
It is interesting that the delays in the case of CL-QF(OLSR) are relatively high.
However, this is a result of its ability to deliver more replies and not a result
of increased congestion. Since more distant nodes are harder to reach, other
schemes collect replies from closer nodes. On the contrary, the increased ability
of CL-QF(OLSR) to deliver replies means that more replies from distant nodes
are collected. This has an impact on the average delay since delay is dominated
by the number of hops that a reply travels.
7. Related Work
Data-centric communication depends on the application layer. Therefore,
the key for providing such communication services is to incorporate application
layer speciﬁcs into networking functions. This particular task is not straightforward considering existing wired infrastructures such as the Internet, and gets
even more complicated in the case of mobile ad-hoc networks. Recently, many
researchers have focused on the implementation of eﬃcient data-centric protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks in order to cope with the problem of limited
network resources.
Most of the reported research concerns p2p ﬁle and/or resource sharing applications [3], [28],[29], [30]. In this scenario, resources/ﬁles are available in
the network. Users produce lookups in order to locate one node that possess
the requested resource/ﬁle. Several solutions have been proposed for eﬃciently
routing lookup messages in wireless mobile ad-hoc networks [3], [28], [29]. Furthermore, in the same context, scientists have proposed ancillary procedures
for the dissemination and replication of resources [29], [30]. The communication paradigm introduced by this kind of applications is not compatible to the
one of peer databases. The objective of routing in the case of peer databases
is to deliver the query to as many eligible nodes as possible, so that as much
information as possible is collected. On the contrary, the routing of a lookup in
ﬁle/resource sharing applications aims at locating a single user that possesses
the requested data. Furthermore, ancillary mechanisms such as data dissemination and replication can not be implemented eﬃciently in the sense that in peer
databases each peer carries its personal data that are probably highly volatile
and time variant (e.g., a car’s speed, a pedestrian’s position, etc).
Another example of data-centric communication comes from sensor networks. Several routing protocols have been proposed to eﬃciently collect data
from sensor nodes [31]. Furthermore, application layer functions such as data
fusion and data aggregation are introduced at the network layer in order to optimize the overall system operation. Although collecting data from sensor nodes
bears some similarities to the routing of queries in peer databases, there are also
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considerable diﬀerences. In sensor networks the queries are sink-initiated, meaning that only sink nodes are allowed to collect data contrary to peer databases
where all nodes may spontaneously pose queries. Furthermore, in sensor networks, collected data are not volatile therefore allowing the routing protocol
to establish paths toward speciﬁc sensor nodes. This is also accommodated by
the fact that sensor nodes are not mobile. On the contrary, a peer database
carries volatile data and is located in a mobile node. Therefore, the routing
protocol must constantly locate target nodes and route eﬃciently the query.
Finally, sensor networks are special purpose networks that allow for specialized
routing protocols. On the other hand, our approach aims at providing a routing
mechanism able to eﬃciently coexist with other applications and protocols.
Concerning the domain of peer to peer databases, there have been several
interesting approaches that aim towards facilitating queries that collect as many
data as possible from the peer network (in constrast to single lookup queries
that try to locate a certain resource inside a peer network). Mobility is not
really applicable to the systems in the related literature since, in all of them,
data-centric communication takes place on overlay networks that rely on conventional wired infrastructures. In particular, Hyperion [2] and Piazza [32] assume
unstructured overlay support, while Mercury [33] and PIER [34] are based on
structured overlays. The two former systems place a particular emphasis to
the issue of schema mappings; despite the theoretical elegance of the LAV,GAV
or GLAV mappings that these systems employ, we believe that composing a
quadratic number of mappings with respect to the number of involved peers is
impractical for mobile peers (thus, we resort to a set of commonly agreed classes
for peers in this paper). The later two approaches further rely on a full indexing
technique. PISCES [35] also assumes a structured overlay, while proposing a
partial indexing approach towards dealing with the scale up of the amount of
available data. The approach proposed in BestPeer [36], which is thematically
targeted to skyline queries, may be applied on top of structured or unstructured overlays. None of the aforementioned studies addresses the problem of
cross-layer routing of queries in the context of a MANET.
Regarding peer to peer databases on top of mobile ad-hoc networks, [6]
presents an excellent survey. However, it is mainly focused on publish-subscribe
works on the assumption that a peer may not know the identities of other peers
in the network and the data they store. Therefore, routing in the traditional
MANET sense is not considered. [37] is a good example of an approach customized for resource discovery. Moreover, [37] operates in an environment where
no routing is performed, but rather the application layer is responsible for the
communication of peers. In this context, peers broadcast both their queries and
their internal reports; at the same time they cache other peers’s reports that
they receive for future use. In our work, we operate on a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
assumption and assume that routing between peers in a MANET (or a mesh
network) is feasible. Although operating without routing infrastructure oﬀers
the advantage of avoiding the involved overheads, we believe that operating on
top of existing routing protocols, especially in the case of MANET/mesh networks is both feasible and useful. We also need to point out that instead of
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working with simple lookup queries (where the publish subscribe mechanisms
discussed in [6] might be useful) we are interested in maximum result collection queries, with an emphasis on volatile peers. This makes data broadcasting
and caching expensive and not so useful as compared to exploiting well-known
proactive routing protocols for economizing on the bandwidth used.
In [38], a ﬁrst discussion of our cross-layer approach for routing queries has
been introduced. In this work, we extend the work of [38] in several respects.
First, we introduce a analytical model for analyzing the performance of CL-QF.
The results of this analysis are in coherence with the provided simulation study.
Second, another contribution of this work is the introduction of the simple query
forwarding (SQF) scheme as a means of highlighting the gains of the cross-layer
design. To this end, SQF is included for comparison in the provided simulation
results as well as in the proposed analysis in order to diﬀerentiate between the
gains related to the cross-layer design and the improvements caused by eﬃciently
utilizing the wireless medium. Third, we extend the simulation study in order
to: i) support more evaluation metrics (i.e., the delay of delivering data, the
cost of each scheme in bytes), ii) evaluate the proposed schemes with respect to
more system parameters, and iii) emphasize on realistic simulations by including
mobility models that use real maps.
8. Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a novel networking mechanism for mobile
ad-hoc networks, named CL-QF. The new protocol incorporates application
layer speciﬁcs in order to optimize the utilization of scarce network resources
by suppressing redundant transmissions. Moreover, CL-QF exploits the synergy with traditional routing protocols in order to minimize both complexity
and signaling and allow the network to seamlessly support both traditional and
data-centric communications. CL-QF has been evaluated through extensive simulations which proved its ability to minimize the number of transmitted packets
during the routing of a query without sacriﬁcing the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm to collect as many replies as possible. More speciﬁcally, CL-QF achieved
a massive reduction of up to ∼85% and ∼78% compared to plain ﬂooding and
probabilistic forwarding respectively in a network of only ten classes. Even when
only two classes were present in the network, the improvement reached up to
∼62% and ∼42% respectively. Similar improvements were obtained in networks
of increasing size and when queries with increasing horizon were used. Finally,
the lightweight implementation of CL-QF did not hinder the eﬃcient operation
of the underlying routing protocol with respect to the delivery ratio while it
systematically improved the mean delay.
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